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Abstract— — Successful deployment of Electronic Health Record helps improve patient safety and quality of care, but it has
theprerequisite of interoperability between Health Information Exchange at different hospitals. The Clinical Document
Architecture (CDA) developed by HL7 is a core document standard to ensure such interoperability, and propagation of this
document format is critical for interoperability. . A problem arises even when more hospitals start using the CDA document
format because the data scattered in different documents are hard to manage. . Our CDA document integration system integrates
multiple CDA documents per patient into a single CDA document and physicians and patients can browse the clinical data in
chronological order.Cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) has been a preferred encryption technology to
solve the challenging problem of secure data sharing in cloud computing. The shared data files generally have the
characteristic of multilevel hierarchy, particularly in the area of healthcare and the military. However, the hierarchy structure of
shared files has not been explored in CP-ABE. In this paper, an efficient file hierarchy attribute-based encryption scheme is
proposed in cloud computing. The layered access structures are integrated into a single access structure, and then, the
hierarchical files are encrypted with the integrated access structure. The ciphertext components related to attributes could be
shared by the files. Therefore, both cipher text storage and time cost of encryption are saved. Moreover, the proposed scheme is
proved to be secure under the standard assumption. Thus a secure and efficient privacy preserving dynamic medical text mining
and image feature extraction scheme PPDM and file hierarchy in assisted E-health care systems is proposed.
Index Terms— Cloud computing, data sharing, file hierarchy, cipher text-policy, attribute-based encryption
1.INTRODUCTION
Electronic Health Record is longitudinal collection of health The CDA document pertaining to a patient is generated at the
information for and about persons, wherehealth information is clinic where the patient is diagnosed. The generated CDA
defined as information pertaining to the health of an individual document can be sent to other clinics after patient’s consent is
WITH
the
burgeoning
of
network
or health care provided to an individual and it can support of acquired.
terminal,
online
data
sharing
efficient processes for health care delivery [1]. In order to technologyandmobile
ensure successful operation of EHR, a Health Information hasbecomea new “pet”, such as Face book, MySpace, and
Exchange (HIE) system is needed in place [2]. However, most Badoo.Meanwhile, cloud computing [1]–[5] is one of the
of the HIS in service are different and incompatible [3, 4]. mostpromising application platforms to solve the explosive
Hence, effective health information exchange needs to be expanding of data sharing. In cloud computing to protect the
standardized for interoperable health information exchange data from leaking, users need to encrypt their data before being
between
hospitals.
Especially,
clinical
document shared. Access control [6], [7] is paramount as it is the first
standardization lies at the core of guaranteeing line of defense that prevents unauthorized access to the shared
data. Recently, attribute-based encryption (ABE) [8]–[10] has
interoperability.
CDA (Clinical Document Architecture) by Health
Level been attracted much more attentions since it can keep data
Seven is a major standard for clinical documents [5]. . The privacy and realize fine-grained, one-to-many, and nonfirst version of CDA was developed in 2001 and Release 2 interactive access control. Cipher text-policy attribute based
came out in 2005 [6]. CDA-based projects have been encryption (CP-ABE) [11]–[21] is one of feasible schemes
successfully completed in many countries [7-9]. Active works which has much more flexibility and is more suitable for
are being done on improving semantic interoperability based general applications [22],[23].
on openEHR and CEN13606 [10,11].
The adoption rate of EHR is very low except for a few handful
countries such as New Zealand or Australia [12]. The US
Government runs the Meaningful Use Program to improve
efficiency in healthcare and patient safety. This program was
launched as a part of incentives to raise the EHR adoption rate
for EHR adopting hospitals [13].
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Fig 1. An example of secure data sharing in cloud
computing

Incloudcomputing,asillustratedinFig.1,authorityaccepts
the
user enrollment and creates some parameters. Cloud ser- vice
provider (CSP) is the manager of cloud servers and provides
multiple services for client. Data owner encrypts and uploads
the generated cipher textto CSP. User downloads and decrypts
the interested cipher text from CSP. The shared files usually
have hierarchical structure. That is, a group of files are divided
into a number of hierarchy subgroups located at different
access levels. If the files in the same hierarchical structure
could be encrypted by an integrated access structure,
thestoragecostofcipher
textandtimecostofencryptioncould
besaved.
Table:1: DATA ITEMS IN CCD HEADER
AND SE TIONS IN THE CCD BODY
CDA
Document information(creation
Header
time, template ID, language code,
purpose)
Patients
information(ID,Name,Gender,
birth date)
Authors
information(ID,Name,represented
organization)
Organization information(Name,
Address, phone number)
CDA
Payers
Body
Advance Directives
Support
Function Status
Problems
Family History
Social History
Allergies
Medications
Medical Equipment
Vital signs
Results
Procedures
Encounters
Plan of care
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Here let us take the personal health record (PHR) for example
[24]. To securely share the PHR information in cloud
computing, a patient divides his PHR information M into two
parts: personal informationm 1 that may contain the patient’s
name, social security number, telephone number, home address,
etc. The medical record m2 which does not contain sensitive
personal information, such as medical test

results, treatment protocols, and operation notes. Then the
patient adopts CP-ABE scheme to encrypt the informationm 1
and m 2 by different access policies based on the actual need.
For example, an attending physician needs to access both the
patient’s name and his medical record in order to make a
diagnosis, and medical researcher only needs to access some
medical test results for academic purpose inthe related area,
where a doctor must be a medical researcher, and the converse
is not necessarily true. Suppose that the patient sets the access
structure of m 1 as: T1 {(“Cardiology” AND “Researcher”)
AND “Attending Physician”}. Similarly, m 2 is termed as: T2
{“Cardiology” AND “Researcher”}. The example is deployed
in cloud system as shown in Fig. 1. Apparently, the information
needs to be encrypted twice if m1and m2are encrypted with
access structures T1 and T2, respectively.
TwociphertextsCT1 ={T1 ,C̃1 ,C1 ,∀y∈Y1 :Cy , Cr } where

Y1={“Cardiology”, “Researcher”,“Attending”,”Physician”}and
CT2={T2,C˜2 ,C2 ,∀y∈Y2:C y ,C r }where
Y2={“Cardiology”, “Researcher”} will be produced [11]. The
two structures could be integrated into one access structure T as
shown in Fig 2.

Fig. 2. The integrated access structure. T1 and T2 are
access structures of
m1 and m2, respectively. T is the integrated access
structure of m1 and m2.

If the

two files could be encrypted with the integrated
access structure and produce cipher text CT = {T , C˜ , C, ∀y
∈Y : Cy, Cr } where Y ={“Cardiology”, “Researcher”,

“Attending Physician”}. Here, the components of cipher text
{T, C y, C r } are related to policy. Meanwhile, access structure
could be shared
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Fig. 1. Architecture of CDA generation system based in cloud computing

CDA Generation System Based on Cloud Computing
Hospital B , which uses a JAVA-base d system, is linked
with Hibernate.

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture o f how CDA
documents can be generated on the health information
systems of different hospital s by using our cloud
computing-based CDA generation system.

In a hospital, the clinical information of patient, hospital,
and physician is entered via CDA Generation Inter-face a d
sent to the cloud server via CDA Gene ration API. We
utilize SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
astransmission protocol for the purpose of enhancing
interoperability among different HIS when a hospital sends
data t o the cloud. CDA Generation API relays the data in
the CDA Header / Body in the list type. The items included
in CDA Header are: PatientID, BirthDate, Gender, Given
Name, and FamilyName; in CDA Body, the following
items are included: Problem, Medication, Laboratory,
Immunization, and so on. The data transmitted to the cloud
server are put in CD A Header Se t and CDA Body Set and
trans mitted to CD A Generator. CDA Generator retrieves a
CCD template from Template Manager and fills in the
appropriate fields of the CC D template with the data from
the CDA Header / Body Sets. The gene rated CDA
document is inspected by the CDA Validator whether the
CDA standards are being satisfied. It is inspected whether
there is any missing element or the for-mat is wrong here.
If no error is found, a CDA document is returned to the
recipient hospital. Hospitals A an d B are presented to
demonstrate that it is possible for different development
platform s to extend to generate C DA documents viacloud

Hospital A and Hospital B are demonstrated to show that it
is easy to generate CDA documents on a variety of
platforms if done via cloud. The purpose of each o f the
components is:
- CDA Generation API generates CDA documents on
cloud.
-CDA Generation Interface uses the API provided by
the cloud and relays the input data and receives CDA
documents generated in the cloud .
-Templates Manager manages the CDA documents to be
generated in the cloud. This paper uses the CCD document
template.
-CDA Generator uses the patient data received from
different hospitals to generate CD A document s that fit in
the format of templates from the Template Manager.
-C DA Validator inspects whether the generated
CDA document complies with the CDA schema standards.
The DBMS at each hospital an d the HIS are linked as
follows. Hospital A , which uses a .Net-based system is
connected via ODB C to connect t o the DBMS while
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Fig. 2. Architecture of CDA integration systembased on cloud computing.

Our Contributions
A. Related Work
In this study, an efficient encryption scheme based on layered Sahai and Waters [8] proposed fuzzy Identity-Based
model of the access structure is proposed in cloud computing,
which is named file hierarchy CP-ABE scheme (or FH-CPABE, for short). FH-CP-ABE extends typical CP-ABE [11] Encryption (IBE) in 2005, which was the prototype of ABE.
with a hierarchical structure of access policy, so as to achieve
simple, flexible and fine-grained access control. The Latterly, a variant of ABE named CP-ABE [11], [12], [16],
contributions of our scheme are three aspects.
[31] was proposed.
In CP-ABE scheme, user’s key SK is described by
 Firstly, we propose the layered model of access an attribute set S while cipher text CT is produced by
structure to solve the problem of multiple hierarchical encrypting plaintext M with an access policy T .
files sharing. The files are encrypted with one If data owner shares k files, i.e., M = {m1, ... , mk},with
integrated access structure.
same access policy T in the cloud, the files M= {m1, ... , mk},
 Secondly, we also formally prove the security of FH- can be encrypted and generated CT = {T,C˜ Me(g, g)αs , C =
CP-ABE scheme that can successfully resist chosen hs , ∀y ∈ Y :Cy = gqy(0),C`y = H(att(y))qy(0)} by using the
plaintext attacks (CPA) under the Decisional Bilinear typical CP-ABE scheme [11].If the k files M = { m1,….,mk}
Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption.
have different access policies T = {T 1,….,Tk} in the cloud , the
 Thirdly, we conduct and implement comprehensive files can be encrypted individually and created cipher text CT
experiment for FH-CP-ABE scheme, and the = {CT1,…,CTk} by running CP-ABE scheme [11],where CTi
simulation results show that FH-CP-ABE has low = {Ti,C~ = mie (g,g) αs , C , ∀y ∈ Y : Cy,Cy`}. During the
storage cost and computation complexity in terms of decryption, user can decrypt the ciphertext C Ti if and
encryption and decryption.
only if there is a “match” between the attributes set S and
access structure Ti .
It should be noticed that the proposed scheme differs fromthe The work of key creation is distributed on multiple
subsequent CP-ABE schemes [26]–[30], which utilize the user authorization domains and the burden of key authority center
layered model to distribute the work of key creation on is lightened.
multiple domain authorizations and lighten the burden of key
authority center. In addition, the part of this work is presented
in [25]. The work presented in that conference paper is rough
and incomplete, where some important aspects haven’t been
considered.
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Other CP-ABE schemes with specific features have been
presented. For example, Hur [38] proposed a data sharing
schemetosolvetheproblemofkeyescrowbyusinganescrow free
key issuing protocol between the key generation center and
the data storing center. Green et al. [39] and Lai et al. [40]
proposed CP-ABE schemes with outsourced decryption to
reducetheworkloadofthedecryptionuser.AndFanetal.[22]
proposed an arbitrary-state ABE scheme to solve the problem of the dynamic membership management. In addition,
Guo et al. [15] proposed a novel constant-size decryption key
CP-ABEschemeforstorage-constraineddevices.Hohenberger
and Waters [41] proposed an online/offline ABE scheme to
improve the speed of key generation and encryption, where
each computation work in the two processes is split into
two phases: offline phase (a preparation phase) and online
phase.
C. Organization
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
In section II, we introduce preliminaries which contain some
notions and definitions. Then, the detailed construction and
discussion of FH-CP-ABE scheme are presented in section III.
In section IV, we provide security model and proof. The
theoreticalanalysisandexperimentalsimulationswillbegiven
in section V. Finally, the concluding remarks will be given
in sectionVI.
I. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, notions used in this work are provided. More
precisely, access structure, bilinear maps, DBDH assumption,
and hierarchical access tree are introduced. The system definition and our basic construction are also presented.
A. AccessStructure
The description is similar as the literature [11]. Let
{P1, ... , Pn } be a set of parties. A collection A ⊆ 2{P1,..., Pn }
is monotone if ∀ B, C: if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C then C ∈ A.
An access structure (respectively, monotone access structure)
is a collection (respectively, monotone collection) A of nonempty subsets of {P1, ... , Pn }, i.e., A ⊆ 2{P1,..., Pn }\{∅}. The
sets in A are called the authorized sets, otherwise, the sets are
called the unauthorized sets.
Generally, the data users are described by attributes. The
authorized sets are included in A. Unless stated in another
way, the scheme uses an access structure which is a monotone
form.
B. BilinearMaps
Let G0 and GT be two groups of prime order p. The
generator of G0 is g. A bilinear mapping e : G0 × G0 → GT
satisfies the following properties:
• Bilinearity: For any u,v ∈ G0 and a, b ∈ Z p , ithas
e(u a ,v b ) = e(u,v) ab .
• Non-degeneracy: There exists u,v ∈ G0 such that
e(u,v) /= 1.
• Computability: For all u,v ∈ G0, there is an efficient
computatione(u,v).
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An example of three-level access tree.

C. DBDH Assumption
A challenger chooses a group G0 of prime order p based on
thesecurityparameterofsystem.Leta,b,c∈Z p
berandomly
chosen and g be a generator of G0. With (g, g a , gb , gc), the
adversary must distinguish a valid tuple e(g, g)abc ∈ GT from
a random element R ∈ GT.
An algorithm B that outputs a guess μ ∈ {0, 1} has
advantage
ε in solving DBDH in G0 if (1) was satisfied [31].
.
.
a
b c
Pr
abc
. [B (g,g ,g,g,T=e(g,g)
)=0].
(1)
.
.≥ ε
.−Pr[B(g,ga,gb,gc,T=R)=0]
.
Definition 1: We say that the DBDH assumption holds if
no polynomial algorithm has a non-negligible advantage in
solving the DBDHproblem.
D. Hierarchical AccessTree
Let T be a hierarchical tree representing an access structure
which is divided into k access levels. Nodes of the tree are
denoted as (x , y). The symbol x represents the node’s row in T
(from top to bottom), and y represents the node’s column in T
(from left to right). In Fig. 3, the nodes can be denoted as:
R = (1, 1), A = (2, 1), B = (2, 2), C = (3, 1), D = (3, 2),
E = (4, 1), F = (4, 2), G = (4, 3). To facilitate description
of the access tree, several functions and terms are defined as
follows.
• (x , y). It denotes a node of tree T . If (x , y) is a leaf
node, it denotes an attribute. If (x , y) is a non-leaf
node, it denotes a threshold gate, such as “AND”, “OR”,
“n-of-m (n<m)”. For example, the nodes A and E denote
a threshold gate and an attribute in Fig. 3.
• num (x ,y) . It denotes the number of (x , y)’s children in T.
For example, num R = 2 in Fig. 3.
• k (x ,y). It denotes threshold value of node (x , y),where
0 <k(x ,y) ≤ num (x ,y) . When k(x ,y) = 1 and (x
, y) is a non-leaf node, (x , y) is an OR gate. When k(x
,y) = num (x ,y) and (x , y) is a non-leaf node, it is an
AND gate. In particular, if (x , y) is a leaf node, k(x
,y) = 1. For example, kA = 2 denotes an AND gate in
Fig.3.
• (xi , yi )(i ∈ [1, k]). It denotes level node of T . In this
work, access tree T is divided into k access levels. And
thehierarchyofthenodesissortedindescendingorder.
That is, (x1, y1) is the highest hierarchy, and (xk, yk )is
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•

•

•

•
•

•
•

the lowest hierarchy. For example, (x2, y2) = A is the
second hierarchy in Fig. 3.
parent(x,y).Itrepresentstheparentofthenode(x,y) in T .
For example, parent (2, 1) = parent (A) = R in
Fig.3.
transport node. The node (x , y) is a transport node if one
of the children of (x , y) contains at least one threshold
gate. For example, R and A are transport nodes in Fig.3.
T N − CT (x , y). It represents a threshold gate set of
transport node (x , y)’s children in T . It is marked as
T N − CT (x , y) = {child 1 , child 2 , .. .}. Forexample,
T N − CT (A) = {C} in Fig.3.
att(x,y).Itdenotesanattributeassociatedwiththeleaf
node (x , y) in T .
index(x,y).Itreturnsanuniquevalueassociatedwith
thenode(x,y),where
the
valueisassignedto(x,y)for
agivenkeyinanarbitrarymanner.
TR. It denotes a tree diagram, where root node of the tree
isR.
T(x ,y). It denotes the sub-tree of T rooted at the
node(x,y).IfanattributesetSsatisfiesT(x,y) ,wedenote it as
T(x ,y) (S) = 1. T(x ,y) (S) is recursively computed as
follows. If (x , y) is a non-leaf node, T(x ,y) (S) returns 1
if and only if at least k(x ,y) children return 1. If (x , y)
is a leaf node, then T(x ,y) (S) returns 1 if and only if
att(x,y)∈S.

E. System Definition and Our Basic Construction
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system model in cloud computingisgiven,whichconsistsoffourdifferententities:authority,
CSP, data owner and user. In this work, we assume that data
owner has k files with k access levels and M = {m1 , . . . , m k }
issharedincloudcomputing.Here,m1 isthehighesthierarchy and
m k is the lowest hierarchy. If a user can decrypt m 1 , the user
can also decrypt m 2 , . . . , m k .
Authority: It is a completely trusted entity and accepts the
user enrollment in cloud computing. And it can also execute
Setup and KeyGen operations of the proposed scheme.
Cloud Service Provider (CSP): It is a semi-trusted entity in
cloud system. It can honestly perform the assigned tasks and
return correct results. However, it would like to find out as
much sensitive contents as possible. In the proposed system,
it provides ciphertext storage and transmission services.
Data Owner: It has large data needed to be stored and
shared in cloud system. In our scheme, the entity is in charge
of defining access structure and executing Encrypt operation.
And it uploads ciphertext to CSP.
User: It wants to access a large number of data in cloud
system. The entity first downloads the corresponding
ciphertext.ThenitexecutesDecrypt
operationoftheproposed
scheme.
In Fig. 4, a data owner processes the files as follows:
Firstly, the data owner chooses k content keys {ck1, . . . ,ckk },
and encrypts files {m1 , . . . , m k } with the content keysby
using symmetric encryption algorithm (i.e., DES, AES).
The ciphertexts are denoted as Eck (M) = {Eck1 (m1), .. .,
Eckk (mk)}. Then, the data owner encrypts {ck1, . . . , ck k}
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Fig. 4.

The system framework of FH-CP-ABE scheme.

using FH-CP-ABE encryption algorithm and obtains an
integrated ciphertext of content keys CT .
The procedures of decryption is described as below. Firstly,
the user decrypts ciphertext CT and obtains content key by
using FH-CP-ABE decryption operation. Then, the user can
obtain file by using symmetric decryption algorithm with
content key.
Definition 2: The FH-CP-ABE scheme consists of four
operations: Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt and Decrypt. It is
described as follows:
1) (PK,MSK)←Setup(1κ).Theprobabilisticoperation
takesasecurityparameterκasinputandoutputspublic
key PK and master secret key MSK.
2) (SK)←KeyGen(PK,MSK,S).Theoperationinputs PK,
MSKandasetofattributesSandcreatesasecret key SK.
3) (CT ) ← Encrypt(PK , ck, A). The operation inputs
PK,
ck={ck1,. . . ,ckk}andahierarchicalaccesstree
AasshownintheFig.2.Atlast,itcreatesanintegrated
ciphertext of content keys CT .
4) (cki(i∈[1,k]))←Decrypt(PK,CT,SK).The
algorithm
inputs PK , CT which includes an inte- grated access
structure A, SK described by a set of attributes S. If the
S matches part of A, some content keys cki (i ∈ [1, k])
can be decrypted. If it matches the whole A, all the
content keys can be decrypted. Then, the corresponding
files m i (i ∈ [1, k]) will be decrypted with the content
keys by the symmetric decryption
algorithm.
In addition, an example of FH-CP-ABE scheme in cloud
computing is shown in Fig. 5. Suppose that a data owner
wantstosharetwohierarchicalfilesm 1 andm2 .Itencryptsthe two
files with the randomly chosen content keys ck1 and ck2 ,
and generates ciphertext {Eck1 (m1), Eck2 (m2)}. Then, based
on the hierarchical access tree, the content keys ck1 and ck2
are encrypted as follows: Firstly, authority generates public
key PK and master secret key MSK by Setup operation
of FH-CP-ABE scheme. Secondly, authority creates secret
key SK
for each user by KeyGen operation. Thirdly, data
owner encrypts content keys ck = {ck1, ck2} under the
access policy T . It creates one integrated CT by Encrypt
operation and uploads the ciphertext to CSP. Finally, if a user
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Fig. 5. An example of FH-CP-ABE scheme used in cloud computing. Data owner encrypts content keys ck = {ck1, ck2} under the access policy T . Users
decrypt some or all content keys if users’ attribute set satisfies part or the whole T .

wants to access cloud files, it first downloads the ciphertext
{Eck1 (m1), Eck2 (m2)} and CT from CSP. Then it can decrypt
some or all content keys if and only if the user’s attribute set
satisfies part or the whole T . As shown the Fig. 5, the user 1
can decrypt ck2 to further obtain m2. The user 2 cannot decrypt
any message, and the user 3 can decrypt ck1 and ck2 to further
decrypt m1 and m2.
II.

T HE P ROPOSED FH-CP-ABES CHEME

In this section, the detailed construction of FH-CP-ABE
scheme is first presented. Then, based on the scheme,
an improved encryption process about FH-CP-ABE scheme
is proposed in order to reduce computational complexity.
In addition, a brief discussion about FH-CP-ABE scheme’s
features is alsoprovided.
A. SchemeConstruction
Let e : G0 × G0 → GT be a bilinear map, and G0 be
bilinear group of prime order p with generator g. For any
k ∈ Z p and an attribute set S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm ∈ Z p }, the
Lagrange coefficient 6k,S =
l∈S,l/=k(x − l)/(k −l).
Two hash functions H1
: {0,1}∗
→
G0 and
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → GT are used in the proposed scheme.
An universe of attribute set is defined as A˜ = {a1, . . . ,an}.
1) Setup(1κ ). The authority runs the operation which
inputs a security parameter κ and chooses random
numbers ,
∈ Zp. It outputs PK and MSK as the
formulas (2) and (3), respectively.
PK={G0,g,h=g ,e(g,g) }
MSK={g , }

(2)
(3)

2) KeyGen(PK,MSK,S).Theauthorityexecutesthe
algorithmwhichinputsasetofattributesS(S⊆A˜)and
creates a secret key SK about the set as the formula (4),
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where r ∈ Zp and r j ∈ Zp are randomly chosen for each
user and each attribute j ∈ S.
.
.
D = g · hr ,
(4)
r
SK =
· H1(j) j , Drj = hrj
∀j∈S:D j =gr
3) Assume that a data owner shares k files, i.e., M =
{m1, ... , mk }, with k access levels. Then, the corresponding content keys ck = {ck1, ..., ckk} are
encrypted as the following Encrypt operation.
Encrypt(PK , ck,T ). The public key PK , content keys
ck = {ck1, . . . , ckk }, and a hierarchical access tree T
are taken as input. The algorithm outputs an integrated
ciphertext CT .
• Dataownersetslevelnodes(x i,yi)(i=1,2,. . . ,k)
in T , and selects k random numbers s1, ... , sk
inZ p .Then,itcomputesC̃iandC rforall
i
i = 1, 2, ... , k as the formula (5).
C̃i=cki e(g,g) si,C r=g sii
•

•

(5)

Polynomial structure rule: a polynomial q(x ,y) needs
to be selected for each node (x , y) (including the
leaf nodes) in T . From the root node R, the nodes’
information of q (x,y) is randomly selected from
top to bottom manner. For each node (x , y) in T ,
degree of the polynomial d(x ,y) is set to k(x ,y) − 1,
where k(x ,y) is the threshold value.
Beginning from the root node R, data owner sets
qR (0) = q(x1,y1)(0) = s1 and chooses dR other
pointsofthepolynomialqR todefineitcompletely,
where the points are made of two types of nodes.
The one are level nodes which are children of R.
The other are remaining nodes randomly selected.
For each non-root node (x , y), it sets q(x ,y)(0)=
q(xi ,yi )(0) = si if the (x , y) is a level node.
Otherwise, q(x ,y)(0) = qparent (x ,y)(index (x , y)).
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where Sr(x,y) = {index (z) : z ∈ S(x ,y)}, i = index (z).

Theotherd(x,y) pointsofq(x,y) aremadeofthelevel
nodes of the children of (x , y) and theremaining
nodes randomly selected.
LetYbethesetofleafnodesinT.Then,dataowner
computes C(x ,y) andC r (x,y) for all nodes (x , y)in
the set of Y as the formulas (6) and (7).

•

•

6i,Sr

F(x,y) =

Fz

y
( x ,)

(0)

z∈S(x,y)

6i,Sr

(e(g,g)r·

=

q z (0)

)

(x ,y)(0)

z∈S(x ,y)
6
Cr(x ,y) =hq(x,y)(0,1)
(6)
r· q(x,y) (i)
q(x
C
(7)
(x,y) =H1 (att(x,y))
In T , let X be the set of transport nodes, and
T N−CT(x,y)bethethresholdgatesetoftransport
node (x , y)’s children, where TN − CT (x , y) = Then, the procedures of decryption algorithm are
{child 1 ,. . . child j,...}.
Then,
data
owner
Described as follows.
computesĈ(x,y),jforeachnode(x,y)inthe
• If the attribute set S satisfies part or the whole T ,
set of X and all j = 1, 2, ... as the formula (8).
that is, S satisfies part or the whole level nodes,
e(g, g)r si (i ∈ [1, k]) can be obtained by the recur.
.
sive operation of the formula (12).
·(q(x,y)(0)+qchildj(0))
e(g,g)
q
(0)
(8)
Cˆ(x,y),j=
·H2(e(g,g) (x,y) )
A
DecryptNode(CT,SK,(x,y))
i=
i
i

=e(g,g)

Data owner outputs the integrated ciphertext CT as
the formula(9).
C T={T,C̃i,C r,C(x,y),C r
i

,Ĉ(x,y),j}

•

•

Based on the hierarchical nodes, if S includes
the lower authorization nodes, we can recursively calculate all of the authorization’s level
nodeswiththevaluesoftransportnodesĈ(x,y),j
(j =1,2,...)byusingtheformula(14).
Therefore,
F(i+1), j , . . . , Fk, j are obtained sequentially. That
is, the values e(g, g)

si ,e(g,g)

si+1 ,. . . ,e(g,g)

sk

equation that has the decrypt method of j value.
j value of 1,2,3,……..n.
node=e(g,g)a(j=1,2,...)

(10)

(2) If (x , y) is a non-leaf
(CT,SK,(x,y))isdefinedasbelow.Forallnodeszthat
arechildrenof(x,y),itrunsDecryptNode(CT,SK,z) and
stores the output as Fz . Let S(x ,y) be anarbitrary k(x ,y) − si zed child nodes set z, and then Fz
/= null. If the set does not exist, Fz = null. Otherwise,
F(x ,y) is computed as the formula (11),
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(12)

(x,y)

/S,Decr y ptN ode(C T,S K,(x,y))=null.
If i ∈
Otherwise, the operation DecryptNode(CT,SK,
(x , y)) is obtained by the formula of(10)
Decrypt
r
ri
q(x ,y)(0))
e(g
= H1(i ) , h
r
e(h i , H1(att (x , y)q(x ,y)(0)))
q(x,y)(0)

(i∈[1,k])

si

(9)

ofleafnodesisY={“Y1”,“Y2”,“Y3”}={“Cardiology”,
“Researcher”, “AttendingPhysician”}.
4) Decrypt(PK , CT , SK ). A user needs the public
key PK and SK described by S to decrypt CT .
Similar to CP-ABE [11], a recursive operation
DecryptNode(CT,SK,(x,y))shouldbefirstdefined.
(1) If (x , y) is a leaf node, we let i = att(x ,y)

= e(g,g)r

r q(xi ,yi )(0)
r si

345

•

Then,thecorrespondingcontent keys{cki,. . . ,ckk} are
decrypted by executing the formula (15) repeatedly.
C̃i

•

(14)

i
ckie(g, g) s=
s
i
= e(g, g)

cki (i ∈[1,k])
(15)
Fi
At last, the authorized files {mi,. . . ,m k } are
decrypted with {cki , ... , ckk }, using symmetric
decryption algorithm.
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these transport nodes do not carry any information about
level node. From the root node, the general access tree
is simplified from top to bottom manner. The simplified
rule is applied in the step of producing Cˆ (x ,y), j in the
encryption and decryption processes, respectively.
C. SchemeDiscussion

Fig.6.
A three-level access tree. (a) The general access tree T
.(b)Thesimplified access tree T r . Each leaf node of access tree denotes an
attribute.
Each non-leaf node of access tree is a threshold gate.

B. FH-CP-ABE Scheme With ImprovedEncryption
To facilitate the presentation in the below, we denote
the above FH-CP-ABE scheme as BasicFH-CP-ABE.
We now show how to modify the encryption process of
BasicFH-CP-ABE scheme in order to reduce computational
complexity. In ciphertext CT , some transport nodes are
removed from CT if they don’t carry any information about
level node, where the information denotes leaf node, non-leaf
node, level node, or transport node in hierarchical access tree.
That is, these transport nodes are removed from CT if they do
not directly or indirectly contain level node. More precisely,
we improve the part Cˆ(x ,y), j about transport node in CT .
All other operations execute exactly as in BasicFH-CP-ABE.
In order to make a clear description, we use an example to
further illustrate the improved encryption process in the step
of Cˆ (x ,y), j of ciphertext.
Assume that data owner defines a three levels access tree T
as shown in Fig. 6(a). In the T , we get the following information. The attribute set is {E, H, J, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U}.
On the contrary, the set of threshold gate denotes
{R,A,B,C,D,F,G,I,K,L}. The set of transport nodes is {R,
A, B, C, D, F}, where T N − CT (R) = {A, B},
T N −CT(A)={C,D},T N −CT(B)={F},T N−CT(C)=
{G}, TN − CT (D) = {I}, TN − CT (F) = {K, L}.
In the phase of Encrypt of BasicFH-CP-ABE, there are
9 eligible children threshold gates related to transport nodes
in T because the set T N − CT (x , y) contains 9 children
thresholdgates.So,thepartĈ(x,y),jinciphertextiscomputed
9-times. However, we find that some calculations are not
needed as the transport nodes don’t carry any information
about level node, such as the nodes B, D, and F. To improve
this aspect, the access tree T is simplified to the T r as
illustrated in Fig 6(b), where the simplified rule of access
tree is described as below. In T r, the number of eligible
children threshold gates related to transport nodes is reduced
to 3, where T N − CT (R) = {A}, T N − CT (A) = {C},
T N−C T(C)={G}inTr .ThepartĈ(x,y),jinciphertext
is computed 3-times instead of the original 9-times in GT ,
thus both the computational complexity and storage cost of
this work arereduced.
• The simplified rule of access tree: in a general access tree
(as shown in the Fig 6(a)), the transport node corresponding sub-tree should be erased if the transport node is not
level node and all of the children nodes of the transport
node don’t contain level node, where the reason isthat
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We now provide a brief discussion about FH-CP-ABE
scheme’s features for the entities data owner and user. Here
we suppose that data owner needs to share k hierarchical files
with k access levels in cloud computing as we set before.
1) Computation Cost on Data Owner. In the proposed
scheme, the layered model of access structure is
provided so as to achieve multiple hierarchical files
sharing. The files are encrypted with one integrated
accessstructure.So,dataownercanencryptthedifferent
levels of the files and generate an integrated ciphertext only executing the encryption algorithm one time.
Especially,somecommonattributesshouldbecomputed
only once instead of many times since each common
attribute is appeared in the integrated access structure
one time, where the common attribute denotes that it
is appeared in multiple access sub-trees associated with
k hierarchical files. Assume that there are n common
attributes appeared in the m(m ≤ k) access sub-trees
associated with the k hierarchical files, the computation
workload of the common attributes about ciphertext
C(x ,y) and Cr(x ,y) (as shown in the formulas (6) and (7))

is reduced by 2n(m − 1/m), thus the encryption efficiency of data owner is also improved.
2) Computation Cost on User. In decryption process, users
can decrypt all of his authorization files with computation of secret key once since transport nodes are added
in the access structure with k level nodes. And the
bilinear pairing operation of each common nodes used
in multiple access sub-trees of the files is computed
only once since each common node is alsoappeared
in the integrated access structure one time. Assume that
there are n common nodes appeared in the m(m ≤ k)
access sub-trees associated with the k hierarchical files,
the bilinear pairing computation cost of the common
nodesaboutdecryptionDecryptNode(CT,SK,(x,y)) (as
shown in the formula (10)) is also reduced by 2n(m −
1/m) if the user needs to decrypt the k files.
III. S ECURITY ANALYSIS
Security of this work involves two aspects: file ciphertext confidentiality and content key ciphertext confidentiality.
We assume that the hierarchical files are safely encrypted
by using symmetric encryption algorithm (i.e., DES, AES).
Therefore only the security proof of FH-CP-ABE should be
provided. In this section, the security game of the proposed
scheme is given firstly. Then a formal security proof is
provided based on the results of the literatures [12], [31].
A. CPA Security Game for the Proposed Scheme
In the proposed scheme, SK is user’s secret key associated
with attribute set, and CT denotes ciphertext associated with
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access structure. Security model of the proposed

It constructs the remaining secret key as follows:

scheme

restriction is that SK does not satisfy A∗.
1) Initialization. The adversary Aselects the challenging

4) Challenge. Eventually

access structure A∗ and submits A∗ to the challenger C.
2) Setup. C runs the Setup operation of FH-CP-ABE
scheme and sends public key PK to A.
3) Quer yPhase1.FortheattributesetsS1 ,. . . ,Sq1 (∀i∈

bitμ̂∈{0,1}.Byrunningencryptionoperationunder
A∗ ,BcomputesCT∗asC r=g s =g c =C,C̃=
r
m μ̂ · e(g,g) s =m μ ˆ · e(g,g) c =m μ ˆ · Te(g,g) c .
Finally, B sends CT ∗ to A.
5) Query Phase 2. Same as the Query Phase1.
6) Guess.Finally,Aoutputsaguessμ̂rofμ̂.Ifμ̂=μ̂r , B outputs 0
to guess that T = e(g, g)abc. Otherwise, it outputs 1
to indicate that T is a random group element in GT.
If T = e(g, g)abc, then CT is a valid ciphertext,
in which case the advantage of the adversary is ε.
1
Pr[B(g,g a ,gb ,g c ,T=e(g,g)abc)= 0 ]=
+ε
2
(16)

[1,. . .,q1],Si∈
/A∗ )chosenbyA,hecanrepeatedly ask C for
the secret keys SK . Meanwhile, C answers these secret
keys SK by running KeyGen algorithm.
4) Challenge. A submits two messages m 0 and m1 of
equal length. C randomly picks a bit μ ∈ {0, 1} and
encrypts m μ with A∗. The resulting ciphertext CT ∗ is
given to A.
5) Query Phase 2. Same as the Query Phase1.
6) Guess.Finally,Aguessesμ̂∈{0,1}.Ifμ̂=μ,Awins
the
security game. In this game, A can win the game
whichisdefinedasAdv(1κ )=|Pr[μ̂=μ]
−(1/2)|.
A
Definition 3: The proposed scheme is said to be secure
against CPA if no probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries
have non-negligible advantage in the above game.

IfT=R,thenC̃iscompletelyrandomfromtheviewof
rholdswithprobability
r
theadversary.Thereforeμ̂/=μ̂
exactly1
2,regardlessofthedistributiononμ̂.
1
c
Pr [B (g, ga, g b, g,T
(17)
= R) = 0] =
2
Lastly, the advantage of the simulator in this security
game is described as follows.

B. Security Proof for the Proposed Scheme
Theorem 1: Suppose DBDH assumption holds. Then no
polynomial adversary can selectively break the proposed
system.
Proof: Suppose that the adversary A has non-negligible
advantage ε = AdvA in the selective security game against
our construction. Then, we construct a simulator B that can
distinguish a DBDH tuple from a random tuple with advantage ε2 . Let e : G0 × G0 → GT be an efficiently computable
bilinear map, where G0 has prime order p with generator g.
First the DBDH challenger randomly selects the following
parameters. a, b, c ∈ Z p ,μ ∈ {0, 1}, generator g ∈ G0 and
a random element R ∈ GT . The challenger defines T to be
e(g, g)abc if μ = 0. Otherwise, he sets T = R. He then
givesthesimulator(g,A,B,C,T)=(g,g a ,gb ,g c,T).The simulator
B now plays the role of challenger in the security
game. In order to make the description clearly, only one file is
encrypted. Therefore, the ciphertext CT can be simplified as
formula (9).
1) Initialization. The adversary Aselects the challenging
access structure A∗ and sends A∗ to the simulator B.
2) Setup. To provide a public key PK to A, B randomly chooses a number r ∈ Z p , and notes
= r r + ab. It computes e(g, g) like this: e(g, g) =
e(g,g) e(g,g)ab .Meanwhile,itsetsh=g =
B = gb. At last, B gives PK to A.
3) Query Phase 1. In this phase, A can query the secret
keySKbysubmittinganattributeset
W j ={aj|aj∈A}
∗
(W j∈
/A )toB.Firstly,Brandomlypicksanumber
rr∈Z p ,andsetsr=rr −a.ItcanobtainD=g ·h r =
r
r
r
r
g ·g r =g +ab ·gb(r −a)=g( +r b).Then,foreach attribute
a j ∈ Wj , B needs to randomly choose r j ∈ Zp.
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submits two messages

a

b

c

abc

Adv S =pr[B(g, g , g , g , T =e(g,g)
) =0]
1
1
a
b c
+Pr [B(g, g , g , g , T = R) = 0]

IV. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the results of theoretical analysis and experimental simulation are given. The experimental results show
that the proposed scheme is highly efficient, particularly in
A. TheoreticalAnalysis
Thenotationsusedintheoreticalanalysisarefirstlydefined.
LetGi(i=0,T)bethegrouporoperationingroup(exponentiation,multiplication),andZ p bethegroup{0,1,. . . ,p−1} with
multiplication modulo p, where p is a prime. Let Ce be
theeoperation,andedenotesbilinearpairing.LetAubethe
attributesofuseru,andSbetheleastinteriornodessatisfying
an access structure (include the root). Let AC be the attributes
with ciphertext CT and AT be the set of transport nodes. Let
L∗ be bit-length of element in ∗, and |∗ | be the number of
elements in ∗. In addition, the number of the nodes in the
set T N − CT (x , y) is considered in the following analysis,
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF THE FEATURES OF CP-ABE WITH FH-CP-ABE ( M = {m1,. .., mk })

as the nodes are closely related to the computation and storage
cost of transport node which is associated with encryption,
decryption, and ciphertext CT (as shown in the formulas
(8) and (14)). To facilitate the analysis, we assume that the
set T N − CT (x , y) of each transport node (x , y) contains
jnodes,thatis,T N −CT(x,y)={child 1 ,. . . ,child j}.
Suppose that there are k hierarchical files, i.e., M =
{m1, . . . , m k }, and their access order is decreased. Thus,
the attributes can be denoted as {AC 1, . . . , ACk }, where
AC 1 ⊃ AC 2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ ACk . Similar to Fig. 2, there is an
access structure which contains k hierarchical nodes. The least
interior nodes set are denoted as {S1, . . . , Sk }. The features
comparison between proposed scheme and CP-ABE [11]is
listed on Table I, where access structure T and simple hash
computation are not included.
As illustrated in Table I, when j contained in
TN−CT(x,y)isfixed,wecanobservethatthecomputational
time of encryption increases linearly with the number of
documents k, and the growth rate is equal to (G0 + 2GT )
in FH-CP-ABE scheme. In the same way, when k is fixed,
the parameter linearly increases by 2|AT |GT as the j grows
in our scheme. We can also find that the decryption cost
follows a linear relationship 2GT with the number of files k
when j is fixed in FH-CP-ABE scheme. Accordingly, if the
parameterkisfixed,thedecryptioncostisclosedto|AT|GT with
the number of nodes j in our scheme. At thesame
time, the two parameters in FH-CP-ABE scheme are smaller
than CP-ABE’s as the j is relatively small in the improved
encryption algorithm. Moreover, the length of PK , MSK and
SK is equal in the two schemes. We can also observe
that the size of CT will linearly increase by LG0 + LGT
when an extra document is added and j is a fixed number
in FH-CP-ABE scheme. And the value in CP-ABE scheme
is larger than FH-CP-ABE’s. Similarly, when k is fixed, the
parameter also increases linearly as the j grows, and the
growth rate is |AT |L G T .
B. ExperimentalSimulation
To validate theoretical analysis presented in previous
subsection, we implement FH-CP-ABE scheme based on
the cpabe toolkit and the Java Pairing-Based Cryptography
library(JPBC)[42].Theimplementationusesa160-bitelliptic
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curve group based on the supersingular curve y2 = x 3 +x over
a 512-bit finite field. Meanwhile, to compare experimental
results of the encryption and decryption, we also simulate
the typical CP-ABE [11] system. In addition, the following
experiments are conducted by using Java on the system with
Intel Core processor at 2.79 GHz and 1.96GB RAM running
Windows XP SP 3. And all of the results are averages
of 10trials.
In the simulation, the FH-CP-ABE scheme’s implementation adopts the improved encryption algorithm in encryption operation. As in [40], in a CP-ABE scheme, the
complexity of access policy associated with ciphertext impacts
two aspects. The one is the time cost of encryption and
decryption. The other is the storage cost of ciphertext.
To illustrated this, we assume that a patient sets his
PHR’s access policy with k access levels in the form of
{(a1, a2, ... , ai , i of i ) AND ai+1 ... AND aN }(i.e., the worst
situation over the policy), where each ai (i ∈ [1, N ]) denotes
an attribute. Meanwhile, the patient generates k policies based
the above form for using in CP-ABE scheme. For example, assume that the patient shares three files, i.e., M =
{m1, m2, m3}, with three access levels, the access policy is
designed as {(a1, a2, ... , ai , i of i ) AND ai+1 AND ai+2}
in FH-CP-ABE scheme. Accordingly, he should construct
three access policies for CP-ABE scheme, where the policies are {(a1,a2,. . . ,ai,i of i)AND ai+1 AND ai+2},
{(a1,a2,. . . ,ai,i of i) AND ai+1}, and {a1,a2,...,
ai , i of i }. The policies only contain AND gate to ensure
that all the ciphertext components are computed in decryption
algorithm.
The experimental results are given in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows
the time cost of encryption and decryption, while Fig. 7(c)
shows the storage cost of ciphertext for various attributes
with two hierarchy files. Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(d) show the
time cost and the storage cost for various files with fixed
attributes N = 30, respectively. In addition, for various
attributes and files, the numbers of attributes and files used in
thesimulationareN={10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50}and
k = {2, 4, 6, 8}.
As illustrated in Fig. 7(a), we can find that the proposed
scheme improves the efficiencies of encryption and decryption
greatly when two hierarchy files are shared. We can also find
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Fig. 7. Comparisons between CP-ABE and FH-CP-ABE. (a) Comparison of the encryption and decryption time cost for two files. (b) Comparison of the
encryption and decryption cost under 30 attributes. (c) Storage cost comparison of two ciphertext files. (d) Storage cost comparison of multiple ciphertext
files under 30attributes.

that the results are gradually increasing and approximately
following a linear relationship with the number of attributes
in Fig. 7(a). When the number of files is fixed, the more the
number of attributes is used, the more time cost of encryption
and decryption in FH-CP-ABE scheme is saved. For example, in Fig. 7(a), the encryption costs of FH-CP-ABE and
CP-ABE scheme are 1.8s and 3s approximately when N = 10.
Similarly, the values are 7s and 14s when N = 50. The
difference jumps from 1.2s to 7s when N is changed from
10 to 50. For the storage cost of ciphertext, we find that the
value in FH-CP-ABE scheme is smaller than CP-ABE’s and
follows a linear relationship approximately as the number of
attributes grows as shown in Fig. 7(c). If the number of files
is fixed, the more the number of attributes is used, the higher
efficiency in our scheme is improved in terms of storage
cost of ciphertext. For example, in Fig. 7(c), when N = 20
and N = 50, the approximate storage costs of ciphertext
are equal to 6.3KB and 14.6KB in FH-CP-ABE scheme,
and the values are 11.3KB and 27.8KB in CP-ABE scheme.
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The saved storage cost is approximately 44.2% and 47.5%
with N changed from 20 to 50.
When two hierarchy files are shared, the performance
of FH-CP-ABE scheme is better than CP-ABE’s in terms
of encryption and decryption’s time cost, and CT ’s storage cost. The reason is described as below. As shown
in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(c), the number of files is k = 2.
Based on the Table I, the encryption time in CP-ABE and FHCP-ABEschemecan besimplifiedas[2(|AC1 |+|AC2|)+ 2]G0
+ 4GT and (2|AC 1| + 2)G0 + (2 j |AT | + 4)GT ,
respectively, where j and |AT | are relatively small in proposed
encryption operation. It shows that our scheme can save
more encryption time with more common attributes |AC 2|.
Similarly, the storage cost of CT in both schemes can
be denoted as [2(|AC 1| + |AC 2|) + 2]LG0 + 2LGT and
(2|AC 1| + 2)LG0 + ( j |AT | + 2)LGT , respectively. It indicates that the FH-CP-ABE scheme has smaller storage cost
of ciphertext than the CP-ABE in the same condition.
In addition, the decryption time for CP-ABE andFH-CP-ABE
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is approximate to (4|Au| + 2)Ce + [2(|S1| + |S2|) + 4]GT FH-CP-ABEschemeisreducedby[2(|AC2 |+...+|ACk|)G0−
2j|AT|GT]and(k−1)(2|Au |+1)Ce+[2(|S 2 |+. . . +|S k |)− j |AT
and(2|A u |+1)Ce+[2|S 1 |+(j|AT| + 4)]GT,respectively.
Obviously, FH-CP-ABE scheme has lower decryption cost |]GT , respectively, compared to CP-ABE’s. Similarly,
with a same number of common nodes |S2|. So, compar- comparing with CP-ABE and FH-CP-ABE, the storage cost
ing with CP-ABE and FH-CP-ABE, the encryption cost of CT in our scheme is decreased by [2(|AC 2 | + . . . +
in our scheme is decreased by (2|AC 2|G0 − 2 j |AT |GT ) |ACk |)LG0 − j |AT |LGT ] in Fig. 7(d). Meanwhile, the results
in Fig. 7(a). Similarly, the storage cost of CT and the decryp- are also consistent with theoretical analysis presented in pretion cost in FH-CP-ABE scheme are reduced by 2|AC 2 |L G0 − vious subsection.
j |AT |L G T ) and (2|Au | + 1)Ce + [2|S2| − j |AT |]GT
V. C ONCLUSIONS
inFig.7(c)andFig.7(a),respectively,comparedtoCP-ABE’s.
The above simulation results also confirm to theoretical analyIn this paper, we proposed a variant of CP-ABE to
sis described in previous subsection.
efficiently share the hierarchical files in cloud computing.
As shown in Fig. 7(b), we find that the results of encryption The hierarchical files are encrypted with an integrated access
and decryption cost are approximately following a linear structure and the ciphertext components related to attributes
relationshipasthenumberoffilesgrowsinbothschemes.And the could be shared by the files. Therefore, both ciphertext storage
values in FH-CP-ABE scheme are smaller than CP-ABE’s at and time cost of encryption are saved. The proposed scheme
the same condition. This figure shows that the time cost of has an advantage that users can decrypt all authorization
encryption and decryption to be saved is directly proportional files by computing secret key once. Thus, the time cost of
to the number of files to be encrypted and decrypted in FH- decryption is also saved if the user needs to decrypt multiple
CP-ABE scheme when the number of attributes is fixed. For files. Moreover, the proposed scheme is proved to be secure
example, in Fig. 7(b), the encryption time of CP-ABE
under DBDHassumption.
scheme is 8.5s and 30s approximately when k = 2 and
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